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Altrinsic International Equity Commentary – Third Quarter 2021

Dear Investor,
The Altrinsic International Equity portfolio declined 2.2% during the quarter, compared with declines of 0.4%
and 3.0% for the MSCI EAFE and MSCI All Country World ex-US indices, respectively, as measured in US
dollars1. Strong performance by our financials holdings was offset by weakness among health care,
communications, and consumer-related investments that lagged due to uncertainties stemming from COVID19 and China. We believe the pandemic-related headwinds are passing, and pent-up demand for our health
care holdings’ non-COVID-19 vaccines and other medical treatments will materialize. China is more
complicated as necessary policy transitions are underway, leading to increasingly compelling company-specific
investment opportunities.
Investment Perspectives: Policy Transitions and Implications
The growth in corporate earnings and liquidity supporting equity markets for most of this year appears to have
peaked just as uncertainties stemming from central bank policies, shifting regulatory regimes, and inflationary
pressures have contributed to increased market volatility. Important transitions related to monetary and fiscal
policies, addressing inequality, internet regulation, and energy policy are underway. Each of these changes is
influencing the global economy and will continue to affect growth dynamics, inflationary pressures, asset prices,
and equity market leadership in important ways.

Transitions in monetary and fiscal policies are among the most significant changes, as they directly
impact interest rates, economic growth, and asset values.
Monetary policies in most developed economies have been highly accommodative since the global financial
crisis, only to be supercharged during the onslaught of the pandemic. This contributed to inflation in asset
prices ranging from stocks, bonds, and real estate to commodities and art. While the US Federal Reserve Bank
is not ready to slow its bond purchases quite yet, the announcements after its September meeting marked an
inflection point — from unrestrained support to slowing stimulus and eventual tightening. Some countries,
including Brazil, have been forced to rapidly increase interest rates to temper spiking inflation.

Receiving less attention, but of great significance, is the enormity of the fiscal stimulus that kept the global
economy afloat during the depths of the pandemic. Total government stimulus related to the pandemic has
reached approximately $17 trillion2 globally, ranging from a massive 28% of GDP in the US to just 6% in China
(Chart 1). Logic and history
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pulling forward such a
significant amount of economic activity leaves future generations burdened with massive debt and the
associated vulnerabilities. Many large nations must now address their excessive debt levels. Similar to postWWII, the likely path of least political interference will be inflation via financial repression (i.e. seeking to keep
interest rates artificially depressed amidst rising inflation). The longer-term implications of financial repression
are complicated and uncertain but likely include greater distortions and volatility in asset prices.
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Important shorter-term implications of shifting fiscal and monetary policies include peaking liquidity
conditions, slowing real economic and earnings growth rates, and a shift away from a supportive disinflationary
backdrop to one risking stagflation. Developing countries with high debt levels and current account deficits
are particularly vulnerable (Turkey, South Africa, Colombia, and India, to name a few).

Chinese President Xi’s message of “common prosperity” marks an intensification of a global
movement related to inequality in its many forms – wealth, income, and opportunity.
Ironically, the rise in asset prices resulting from the above-mentioned fiscal and monetary policies have further
amplified these inequalities. Xi's directness in his messaging and crackdowns on for-profit tutoring, video
gaming, monopolistic behaviors of tech giants, and reforming health care costs may surprise many; for others,
these actions may be somewhat refreshing relative to the growing rhetoric of paying one’s "fair share" and other
band-aid approaches to addressing these shared concerns in major democracies.
As a point of reference, the top 1% of the US population owns about 35% of the wealth, compared to the
Chinese top 1% that represents 31% today, up from 21% just 20 years ago.3 Using the Gini coefficient (a
measure of statistical dispersion used to represent income inequality) as another proof point, China ranks at the
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top of the chart relative to all
Chart 2. Regional Comparison of Income Inequality Levels
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China is not seeking to stomp
Note: ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations; LIC = Low-Income County; NIE = Newly Industrialized
Economy; OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
out capitalism in the process,
but rather what it deems capitalistic excesses. Considering China’s demographics, it is essential to adjust
economic imbalances and address inequality to avoid economic stagnation, broaden spending power, suppress
social instability, and reduce reliance on Western capital and skills.
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Looking ahead, we expect an expanding role of government in most countries’ economic models. This is
already manifesting itself in tax proposals, regulatory and policy interference, and government expenditures.
The important implication for investors is that rising taxes and regulation will increasingly weigh on growth
and profitability, particularly in the US, which benefitted the most from years of regulatory ease, declining
interest rates, and low taxes. A reset to lower growth could possibly be viewed favorably by the markets if it
proves to be more sustainable. However, the risk of policy errors on this front skews to the negative.

The speed and boldness with which China has sought to address monopolistic activities, and the
societal impact of internet companies, surprised markets.
Many other nations share China’s aspirations to curb monopolistic behaviors and protect consumers from the
ill effects of the internet, but inertia, vested interests, and democratic processes have slowed progress toward
these objectives in Western nations.
We have been visiting China for 28 years and have set very
high hurdle rates when considering Chinese investments
due to concerns about governance, interest alignment,
disclosure, and valuation. Our base case assumption has
always been that the number one priority is the interests of
the Chinese Communist Party, but this has never meant
that Chinese companies are ‘uninvestable.’ Instead, it has
forced us to discount the opportunities accordingly and
consider the appropriate risk at both the company and
portfolio levels.
Source: The New Yorker

China’s actions will slow its internet giants’ growth rates
and increase competition, but share prices discount an
overly pessimistic long-term outcome in certain cases. We
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see compelling investment propositions in Alibaba, Trip.com, Baidu, and Sands China. In total, our Chinese
investments now represent 4.2% of the portfolio.

The skyrocketing prices of energy are drawing attention to the unintended consequences of wellintended energy policies aimed at addressing climate change and other environmental issues.
Chart 3. Gas Drilling Depressed Amid Lower Fossil
Fuel Investment and Despite Global Gas Price Spike
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Surging demand for natural gas coupled with reduced
capex investment and a series of weather-related issues
(ice storm in Texas, hurricane in Louisiana, and a lack of
wind in Europe) have contributed to major
supply/demand imbalances and soaring prices throughout
2021. Chart 3 illustrates the greater than 50% decline in
natural gas rig counts since 2014 and the surge in global
gas prices. The rise in prices is particularly concerning for
Europeans heading into winter, as almost 50% of homes
rely on natural gas for heating. Beyond the ‘tax’ that
higher energy prices place on consumers, especially for the
most vulnerable populations, there are additional broad
geopolitical and economic implications; the most
immediate of these relates to inflation.

As of 09/30/21; Source: Bloomberg, Baker Hughes

Surging consumer demand, aggressive
government stimulus efforts, higher energy
prices, and COVID-19 related supply chain
disruptions have contributed to the current
inflationary environment. Markets are
trying to determine whether these dynamics
are transitory or lasting; either way, the
disinflationary conditions supporting asset
prices during recent decades appear to be
ending.
Slowing growth and rising
inflationary pressure are contributing to
growing risks of stagflation and policy
errors.

What are the investment implications of these policy transitions?




The robust COVID-19 related earnings growth that has been the primary market driver during the last
year has likely peaked. Earnings might continue to be strong, but vulnerability stems from historically
peak margin levels, persistent supply chain disruptions, rising input costs, high debt levels (for
companies and countries), growing regulatory headwinds, higher tax burdens, and potentially higher
borrowing costs.
Liquidity, broad indicators of financial conditions, and central bank asset purchases are peaking or are
already in the process of subsiding. This major source of speculative froth is dissipating.
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China is investable, via the right companies at the right prices, and with the appropriate consideration
of risk.
The role of governments will continue to expand in the global economy, individual companies, and
our everyday lives. Economic and corporate earnings growth will likely be lower because of these
changes but could prove to be more sustainable if sensibly addressed.
The long-overdue broadening out of market leadership that began with vaccine approvals in September
2020 should persist. The virtually uninterrupted leadership by highly valued growth stocks initially
gave way to lower quality and leveraged deep cyclical stocks. Market leadership has subsequently ebbed
and flowed between these two segments of equity markets. We see vulnerability at both extremes, with
growth stocks often priced for unfettered growth and permanently low-interest rates, while many
cyclical stocks are priced for a new normal in profitability.

Considering this segmentation and the related vulnerability, we believe the best opportunities are elsewhere,
among companies for which the investment rationale is less likely to be captured by popular “factors”:








Companies less dependent on the broad economy and interest rates with unique drivers of value
creation within their control are increasingly attractive in a world with a volatile macro backdrop and
high embedded expectations.
Companies undergoing transitions to improve business quality are often missed by simple factor
screens and frequently take time to play out, providing an advantage for those with a long-term
perspective.
Regionally, companies domiciled in non-US equity markets generally have lower valuations and lower
earnings expectations embedded. It is difficult to generalize about emerging markets, but fault lines
are appearing in markets with weak financial and external imbalances. Opportunities are growing in
others, including China and South Korea.
On a sector basis, financial and health care companies offer compelling opportunities. Among
financials, opportunity exists among less balance-sheet-intensive businesses like exchanges, insurance
brokers, and non-life insurers that are improving their businesses and less exposed to disruption. In
health care, we are likely to see the greatest innovation over the next decade, R&D efficiency is poised
to improve, and management teams are increasingly focused on shareholder value. Current valuations
are depressed due to near-term political uncertainty, not reflecting the positive changes.

Investment Activity and Performance Review
Varying market dynamics during the quarter led to disparate performance attribution. The period was a
supportive environment for financials, with long-term interest rates moving modestly higher while inflation
expectations remained robust. Our insurance-related holdings rose due to strong margin improvement and
continued competitive discipline. Chubb and Tokio Marine announced large buybacks, bolstering
managements’ strong capital allocation credentials. Aon shares rose after the canceled merger with Willis
Towers Watson (WTW), removing the potential for distraction. Aon and WTW have successfully improved
the quality of their businesses with a greater focus on health/benefits, monetizing their massive data troves,
improving cost structures, and enhancing free cash flow conversion. Less market-friendly regulators ultimately
blocked the merger, but the subsequent decline in WTW stock prices presented an attractive opportunity to reestablish a position, especially in light of enormous cost-cutting potential if WTW management follows the
blueprint set out by Aon’s already successful strategy.
5

Negative attribution came primarily from Fresenius, Heineken, and recently purchased Chinese companies.
Fears that the Delta variant would cause increased mortality among patients treated at Fresenius’ dialysis clinics
pressured the stock. High vaccination rates, dialysis at home, and better COVID-19 clinical care should keep
the impact well below 2020 levels, while industry growth trends should begin to re-emerge. Heineken is a large
holding that is well-positioned at the premium end of the beer market, with leading positions in growing markets
throughout Asia and Africa. COVID-19 flare-ups in several of these markets (Vietnam in particular) will
pressure near-term results, but the long-term growth trajectory remains intact. Increased regulatory scrutiny
among Chinese internet and casino companies weighed heavily on stock prices. While some have permanent
implications, mostly in the education and internet gaming space, companies with gambling, retail, and internet
search exposure have company objectives aligned with the Chinese Communist Party, so we expect more
modest long-term effects.
The most significant investment activity during the quarter involved establishing new positions in WTW (as
previously mentioned) and Peru-based Credicorp, and increasing position sizes in several Asian companies (KB
Financial, Nintendo, Trip.com, Alibaba, Baidu, and Sands China). Capital was redeployed from the sales of
Tasei, Ambev, and Sandvik, and we reduced our positions in Aon, Assa Abloy, Antofagasta, and Banorte.
Credicorp, Peru’s largest bank, is a company we have known for years and have owned in the past. The
Peruvian banking market operates in a disciplined oligopoly that will benefit from the tailwinds of very low
credit penetration and a large unbanked population. Peruvian banks are facing near-term pressure from a
collapse in interest rates, slow economic activity, and new political leadership that has signaled several antibusiness reforms. We expect Credicorp to weather the storm given its strong balance sheet, seasoned
management, and disciplined underwriting.
Table 1 depicts our greatest sources of differentiation versus broad markets. 4 Overall portfolio risk remains
below market levels.
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Conclusion
Important policy shifts that are underway will likely have long-term societal, economic, geopolitical, and market
implications. In the near term, they are contributing to tightening financial conditions and economic growth
that should slow to more normal levels. Both popular growth stocks and deep cyclical businesses remain highly
valued, with the greatest opportunity among businesses less driven by the broad economy and among wellcapitalized businesses executing on underappreciated initiatives to further strengthen their quality. We are
confident that our investments’ compelling valuations and favorable fundamental underpinnings will generate
attractive risk-adjusted returns. Further optionality is derived from potential takeover activity by strategic and
cash-rich private equity buyers.
Thanks for your interest in Altrinsic.
Sincerely,
John Hock
John DeVita
Rich McCormick

1 Performance

is presented gross of management fees for the composite and includes the reinvestment of all income. Gross returns will be reduced
by investment advisory fees and other expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account. Past performance is not indicative of
future results. The outlook and opportunities noted throughout this letter are the opinions of Altrinsic as of the date of this letter. There is no
guarantee that we will be successful in implementing investment strategies that take advantage of such perceived opportunities or that any
investment in the securities discussed will be profitable. Please see Important Considerations and Assumptions at the end of this letter for
additional disclosures. Data sourced from FactSet, MSCI, and Altrinsic research.
2 Estimate as of 09/27/21. Source: IMF staff estimates and national authorities. Note: Figure represents COVID-19 related fiscal measures
since January 2020, expressed in USD.
3 Source: Credit Suisse Research Institute’s “Global Wealth Report 2021” published in June 2021.
4
As of date 9/30/2021. Source: FactSet and Altrinsic. Altrinsic sector weights are based upon a representative fully discretionary account
with the International mandate. Altrinsic independently analyzes each security recommended for purchase and categorizes it into the MSCI
GICS sector that it deems most appropriate. Altrinsic’s sector classification may differ from MSCI.
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Altrinsic International Equity Composite is a diversified (60 – 100 holdings), bottom- up, fundamental, value oriented, Global- ex U.S., all cap portfolio,
benchmarked to the MSCI EAFE (Net) Index. The MSCI EAFE is a free float- adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity
market performance of developed markets, excluding the U.S. & Canada. Portfolios in the composite may invest in countries that are not in the MSCI EAFE
(Net) Index. Additional information is available upon request. The minimum account size for this composite is $5 million. Prior to January 1, 2004, the
minimum account size for this composite was $10 million. Returns include the effect of foreign currency exchange rates. Prior to April 1, 2006 the exchange
rate source of the composite was Bloomberg 4pm New York close and the exchange rate source of the benchmark was WM Reuters 4pm London close.
Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report
in compliance with the GIPS Standards. Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC has been independently verified for the periods from December 8, 2000 through
June 30, 2021.
A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable requirements of the GIPS
standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm's policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund maintenance, as well as
the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been implemented on
a firm- wide basis. The Altrinsic International Equity Composite has had a performance examination for the periods beginning December 8, 2000 through
June 30, 2021. The verification and performance examination reports are available upon request.
Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC is a registered investment adviser. A list of all composite and pooled fund investment strategies offered by the firm, with a
description of each strategy, is available upon request. The type of portfolios in which each strategy is available (segregated account, limited distribution
pooled fund, or broad distribution pooled fund) is indicated in the description of each strategy.
Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm. Beginning July 1, 2005, composite
policy requires the temporary removal of any portfolio incurring a client initiated significant cash inflow or outflow of at least 40% of portfolio assets. The
temporary removal of such an account occurs at the beginning of the month in which the significant cash flow occurs and the account re- enters the
composite after the first full month under management if fully invested. Additional information regarding the treatment of significant cash flows is available
upon request. Composite performance is presented net of foreign withholding taxes on dividends, interest income, and capital gains. Withholding taxes
may vary according to the investor’s domicile. Composite returns represent investors domiciled primarily in the United States and Canada. The MSCI EAFE
(Net) Index deducts withholding tax by applying the maximum rate of the company's country of incorporation applicable to non- resident institutional
investors. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
The US dollar is the currency used to express performance. Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all
income. Gross returns will be reduced by investment advisory fees and other expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account. Net of fee
performance was calculated using the highest applicable annual management fee of 0.85% applied monthly. Prior to January 1, 2005 the highest
management fee applied was 0.75%. The annual composite dispersion is an asset- weighted standard deviation calculated for the accounts in the
composite the entire year. Policies for valuing investments, calculating performance, and preparing GIPS Reports are available upon
request.
The investment management fee schedule is 0.85% on the first $25 million, 0.60% on the next $50 million, and 0.50% on the remainder. Some accounts
may pay incentive fees. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary.
The Altrinsic International Equity Composite was created January 1, 2004. Performance presented prior to December 8, 2000 occurred while the Portfolio
Manager was affiliated with a prior firm, and the Portfolio Manager was the only individual responsible for selecting the securities to buy and sell.GIPS® is a
registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content
contained herein.
GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of
the content contained herein.

Important Considerations and Assumptions
This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and nothing in this material may be relied on in any manner
as investment, legal, accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your
individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you.
All information is to be treated as confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part in any manner without
the prior written consent of Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC (“Altrinsic”). The information contained herein shall not be relied upon as
a primary basis for any investment decision, including, without limitation, the purchase of any Altrinsic products or engagement of
Altrinsic investment management services; there is no and will be no agreement, arrangement, or understanding to the contrary.
This material has been prepared by Altrinsic on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other third
party sources believed to be reliable. No assurances or representations are provided regarding the reliability, accuracy or
completeness of such information and Altrinsic has not sought to independently verify information taken from public and third party
sources. Altrinsic does not accept liability for any loss arising from the use hereof. Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in
this document are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Due to various risks and uncertainties,
actual events or results, or the actual performance of any investment or strategy may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Except where otherwise indicated, the information provided, including any
investment views and market opinions/analyses expressed, constitute judgments as of the date of this document and not as of any
future date. This information will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or
changes in circumstances or events occurring after the date hereof.
The data and information presented is based on representative accounts and is for informational and illustrative purposes only.
Individual client data and information may vary based on different objectives for different clients. This material does not constitute
investment advice and should not be viewed as current or past recommendations or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any
securities or to adopt any investment strategy. Any documents describing Altrinsic’s products or services shall not constitute an offer
to sell or a solicitation to buy the securities from any person in any jurisdiction where it is unlawful to do so. Any specific
investments referenced may or may not be held by accounts managed by Altrinsic and do not represent all of the investments
purchased, sold or recommended for client accounts. Readers should not assume that any investments in securities described
were or will be profitable. There are no guarantees that investment objectives will be met. Investing entails risks, including possible
loss of principal. Altrinsic may modify its investment approach and portfolio parameters, in the future, in a manner which it believes
is consistent with its overall investment objective of long-term capital appreciation and reduced risk.
Past performance is not a guide to or otherwise indicative of future results. Any investment results and portfolio compositions are
provided for illustrative purposes only and may not be indicative of the future investment results or portfolio composition of any
account, investment or strategy managed by Altrinsic.
Disclosure of Risk Factors: An investment in any account, investment or strategy is speculative and involves a significant degree of
risk, which each prospective investor must carefully consider. Returns generated from an investment in any account, investment or
strategy may not adequately compensate investors for the business and financial risks assumed. An investor in any account,
investment or strategy could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Before making an investment, prospective
investors are advised to thoroughly and carefully review any disclosure documents with their financial, legal and tax advisors to
determine whether and investment is suitable for them.
Additional Performance Disclosure – Use of Benchmarks: Benchmarks are provided for illustrative purposes only. Comparisons to
benchmarks have limitations because benchmarks have volatility and other material characteristics that may differ from the
accounts, investments or strategies managed by Altrinsic. Because of these differences, benchmarks should not be relied upon as
an accurate measure of comparison.
This document is not intended for public use or distribution.
Copyright © 2021, Altrinsic and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

